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ABSTRACT
Massive high-redshift quiescent compact galaxies (nicknamed red nuggets) have been
traditionally connected to present-day elliptical galaxies, often overlooking the rela-
tionships that they may have with other galaxy types. We use large bulge-disk de-
composition catalogues based on the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) to check the
hypothesis that red nuggets have survived as compact cores embedded inside the haloes
or disks of present-day massive galaxies. In this study, we designate a compact core
as the bulge component that satisfies a prescribed compactness criterion. Photometric
and dynamic mass-size and mass-density relations are used to show that, in the inner
regions of galaxies at z ∼ 0.1, there are abundant compact cores matching the peculiar
properties of the red nuggets, an abundance comparable to that of red nuggets at
z ∼ 1.5. Furthermore, the morphology distribution of the present-day galaxies host-
ing compact cores is used to demonstrate that, in addition to the standard channel
connecting red nuggets with elliptical galaxies, a comparable fraction of red nuggets
might have ended up embedded in disks. This result generalises the inside-out forma-
tion scenario; present-day massive galaxies can begin as dense spheroidal cores (red
nuggets), around which either a spheroidal halo or a disk are formed later.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: stellar content –
galaxies: structure – galaxies: bulges.
1 INTRODUCTION
An approximate census of massive galaxies at redshift z ∼
1.5 provides a morphological classification into 40% disks,
15% extended spheroids, 25% compact spheroids and 20%
peculiar objects (e.g. Peth et al. 2015). More than 9 Gyrs
later, in the present-day Universe, a similar census of massive
galaxies gives 30% disks, 65% extended spheroids and 5% pe-
culiar morphologies. Strikingly, compact spheroids are vir-
tually absent in the present-day Universe (e.g. Trujillo et al.
2009; Taylor et al. 2010; Saulder et al. 2015). At z ∼ 1.5,
the majority (∼80 %) of massive compact spheroids were
already quiescent, while the rest were actively forming
stars. The massive high-redshift quiescent compact galax-
ies have been termed red nuggets (Damjanov et al. 2009).
Recent studies on the number density evolution of red
nuggets point to the star forming compact massive galax-
ies (sCMG) as their probable progenitors (e.g. Barro et al.
⋆ E-mail: irosa@iac.es
2013; van Dokkum et al. 2015). At redshift z ∼ 2.5, the
number density of sCMGs matched that of red nuggets. By
z ∼ 1.5, 1.5 Gyr later, the number density of red nuggets has
increased by an order of magnitude while that of sCMGs has
decreased by a factor of two. The straightforward interpre-
tation is that the red nuggets are the descendants of rapidly
quenched sCMGs. But unlike this relative consensus on the
origin of red nuggets, there is not the same agreement re-
garding their fate after z ∼ 1.5.
Red nuggets were discovered almost a decade ago
(e.g. Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006a; Longhetti et al.
2007) and more than a hundred studies have been carried out
on their evolution. Since their discovery, red nuggets have
been linked to present-day elliptical galaxies; the two classes
share a similar spheroidal morphology, and the fraction of el-
liptical galaxies (extended spheroids) has increased by a fac-
tor of four in the last 9 Gyrs (Buitrago et al. 2013). But for
the former population to have evolved into the latter, there
must be a mechanism by which an ultra-compact spheroid
with half-light radius of ∼1 kpc can become a fully-fledged
c© 2016 The Authors
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elliptical, three to six times larger. Several physical pro-
cesses, including major and minor mergers (e.g. Naab et al.
2009; Trujillo et al. 2011) and puffing-up by AGN activity
(Fan et al. 2008), have been proposed to explain the consid-
erable growth in size. The prevailing paradigm, put forward
by Hopkins et al. (2009) and Bezanson et al. (2009), pos-
tulates an appealing scenario in which red nuggets ended
up in the centres of present-day giant ellipticals. This pro-
posal is consistent with the inside-out growth scenario (e.g.
Loeb & Peebles 2003) in which compact cores are formed
at high redshift (z > 2) through highly dissipative pro-
cesses (e.g. Naab et al. 2007; Dekel et al. 2009; Oser et al.
2010; Johansson et al. 2012) and then grow an extended
stellar halo through dissipation-less minor mergers (e.g.
Ferreras et al. 2014; Morishita & Ichikawa 2016).
In addition to this traditional evolutionary scenario,
there is another potentially important channel leading from
red nuggets to disk galaxy bulges. The main observa-
tional evidences for this scenario have been provided by
Graham (2013), Dullo & Graham (2013) and Graham et al.
(2015). Graham (2013) sample includes the set of 19 red
nuggets observed by Damjanov et al. (2009) and a cata-
logue of few hundred bulges compiled by Graham & Worley
(2008). In two subsequent studies, Dullo & Graham (2013)
and Graham et al. (2015) carried out detailed bulge+disk
(B+D) decompositions, but only for a small sample of
present-day S0 galaxies, finding that S0 bulges are struc-
turally similar to red nuggets.
Figure 1 of Graham (2013) presents an instructive
sketch of mass-size and mass-density diagrams for all the
spheroidal families, from giant elliptical galaxies to glob-
ular clusters. In the accompanying text, the author em-
phasises the considerable overlap of the structural prop-
erties of red nuggets with those of present-day bulges.
Based on cosmological simulations, Zolotov et al. (2015)
and Tacchella et al. (2015) show that extended star-forming
discs develop around red nuggets after compaction.
The aim of the present study is to carry out a compre-
hensive analysis of the connection between red nuggets and
present-day compact cores without any restriction on the
morphology of the host galaxies. Specifically, the hypothesis
we want to test is that a significant fraction of red nuggets
have survived, masked inside spheroidal or disc galaxies in
the present-day Universe.
To support this hypothesis, we would need to find a suf-
ficient population of compact cores embedded inside present-
day galaxies, where:
• Core is a generalization of the bulge component in B+D
decomposition of galaxies with all morphologies.
• Compact core is a core that fulfills the same compact-
ness criterion used for red nuggets. We test the robustness
of our results using three different definition of compactness,
from the literature.
• Sufficient means that the abundance of present-day red
nugget-like cores should be approaching1 that of the red
nuggets at z ∼ 1.5.
1 Based on cosmological simulations (Wellons et al. 2016;
Furlong et al. 2015), we might expect ∼ 20 % of the red nuggets
to have been consumed or destroyed in merger events, so the
abundances should not necessarily match exactly.
The present study takes advantage of SDSS-based cata-
logues containing B+D decomposition of hundreds of thou-
sands of galaxies (e.g. Simard et al. 2011; Meert et al. 2015).
In particular, we have used the Mendel et al. (2014) cata-
logue, itself a derivation of Simard et al. (2011), which pro-
vides stellar masses for the B and D structural components.
We impose the B+D decomposition on the entire present-
day galaxy sample, regardless of their morphology, designat-
ing as cores both the central components of ellipticals and
the bulges of disc galaxies. After B+D decomposition, cores
are treated as independent structures and evaluated for their
compactness, according to standard criteria (see section 2).
The layout of the paper is the following: Section 2 is de-
voted to the data description, including the selection of the
z∼0 compact core sample, reference elliptical galaxies and
the compilation of red nuggets from the literature. Section
3 is devoted to the results of the present study, in particular
the check of the working hypothesis, i.e. that red nuggets
have survived as the compact cores of present-day galaxies.
Discussion and conclusions follow in Sections 4 and 5. Deci-
mal logarithms are used along the study. To keep consistency
with other studies, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ
= 0.7, ΩM = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
2 THE DATA
Several samples are extracted from the parent catalogue
(Mendel et al. 2014). First we introduce the compactness
criteria, which allow the selection of structurally similar
cores and red nuggets. Second, low-redshift samples, namely
the compact cores and reference ellipticals, are introduced
and third, the high-redshift red nugget sample is presented.
2.1 Compactness criteria
Our goal is to measure the abundance of z∼0.1 galaxy cores
structurally similar to red nuggets, and compare it to that
of red nuggets at z∼1.5. Therefore, information on the red
nugget number density as a function of redshift becomes cru-
cial for our work. Three different studies have addressed this
issue in the literature, based on different criteria to define the
red nuggets. As emphasised by Damjanov et al. (2015), the
galaxy number densities and the structural parameters are
rather sensitive to the choice of the compactness criterion,
as well as to the stellar mass range probed. Consequently,
we have to assure that each comparison is carried out under
the same selection criteria.
In the present study, circularised half-light radii Re have
been used, with
log(Re) = log(Re,a) + 0.5 log(b/a) (1)
where Re,a is the half-light radius along the major-axis and
(b/a) is the axis ratio of the galaxy.
In order to test the robustness of our results, we com-
pute the number density of red nuggets using three alterna-
tive definitions of compactness:
• The criterion proposed by (Barro et al. 2013) (here-
inafter Barro13), used by several authors (e.g. Barro et al.
2015; Damjanov et al. 2015; Poggianti et al. 2013),
log(Re/kpc) < (log(M⋆/M⊙)− 10.3)/1.5 . (2)
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2016)
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This is generally associated with a mass limit
log(M⋆/M⊙) ≥ 10.0.
• A more restrictive compactness criterion, proposed by
van Dokkum et al. (2015) (hereinafter vDokkum15),
log(Re/kpc) < log(M⋆/M⊙)− 10.7, (3)
with a log(M⋆/M⊙) ≥ 10.6 limit.
• Finally, the criterion proposed by van der Wel et al.
(2014) (hereinafter vdWel14)
Re,a/(M⋆/10
11M⊙)
0.75 < 2.5 kpc, (4)
with a log(M⋆/M⊙) ≥ 10.7 limit. It is worth mentioning
that this criterion uses Re,a, the half-light radius measured
along the galaxy major axis, instead of the more common
circularized radius, Re.
While we test our results on the abundances of red
nuggets and compact cores using all three different sets of
selection criteria (§ 3.3), for the first part of this paper (§§ 3.1
- 3.2) we adopt the vDokkum15 definition. In fact, the def-
inition of vdWel14 would not allow us to perform a direct
comparison to other spheroidal systems (§ 3.1) as it is based
on major-axis effective radii. On the other hand, the lower
mass cutoff of Barro13 would imply a significantly higher
contamination from star-forming galaxies in our sample of
red nuggets, with respect to the vDokkum15 higher mass
cutoff (see Moresco et al. 2013).
2.2 Low redshift samples
The parent sample used in our study is the Mendel et al.
(2014) catalogue (hereafter Mendel14), an upgraded sec-
tion of the Simard et al. (2011) catalogue (Simard11),
which contains the B+D decomposition of more than one
million SDSS-DR7 galaxies. The main improvement to
the original catalogue is the stellar mass calculation of
the bulge and disk components. Stellar masses are com-
puted through Spectral Energy Distribution (SED)-fitting
to the five SDSS-ugriz bands, using dusty synthetic tem-
plates from Conroy, Gunn & White (2009) with a Chabrier
(2003) stellar initial mass function (IMF). The Mendel14
catalogue includes 657,996 galaxies from the SDSS-DR7
(Abazajian et al. 2009) with spectroscopic redshifts and suc-
cessful ugriz B+D decomposition available. The original 2D
decomposition in Simard11 used three alternative galaxy fit-
ting models:
(i) de Vaucouleurs bulge (fixed Sersic index nbulge = 4)
+ exponential disk (Sersic index ndisk = 1),
(ii) exponential disk + free-nbulge, with nbulge allowed to
vary from 0.5 to 8 and
(iii) a single component free n-Sersic model to fit the
whole galaxy (n-Sersic).
It is important to notice that Mendel14 stellar masses were
computed using only two of those fitting models: (ii) and
(iii). The bias introduced by the use of (i) instead of (ii) is
discussed in Appendix B.
Two low-redshift subsamples are extracted from the
Mendel14 catalogue. The main one is the compact core
subsample (§ 2.2.1), including galaxy cores that fulfill the
vDokkum15 compactness criterion. The second subsample
consists of bona-fide ellipticals (§ 2.2.2), and serves as a ref-
erence point for the study of galaxy structural properties
(§ 3.1).
Bulge-disk decomposition is a delicate procedure de-
manding extra care to guarantee reliable outcomes. We have
applied a rigorous screening, with eight steps, generally fol-
lowing the recommendations of the catalogue authors (e.g.
Mendel et al. 2014; Berg et al. 2014; Bluck et al. 2014).
2.2.1 Compact core Subsample Selection
We select compact cores from the Mendel14 catalogue based
on different criteria. This is summarized in Table 1, where
we also report the number of objects surviving each selection
step.
First, we adopt a surface brightness limit of µ50,r ≤ 23.0
mag arcsec−2 to assure a complete sample. Although the
formal surface brightness limit of the SDSS spectroscopic
sample is µ50,r = 24.5 mag arcsec
−2 (Strauss et al. 2002),
the sample in the range µ50,r 23.0 - 24.5 mag arcsec
−2 is not
complete because galaxies were targeted only under some
particular local sky conditions. Second, we exclude objects
with uncertain decomposition, using the parameter dBD,
which is the offset between two alternative galaxy mass cal-
culations, MB + MD (sum of independently derived bulge
and disk masses) and MB+D (mass derived from the total
bulge+disk photometry) in units of the standard error. Sig-
nificant inequality between these two masses is an indication
of inconsistent decomposition, so systems with the cutoff
dBD > 1σ, proposed by Mendel14, are excluded. These two
cuts removed 9.5 % of the objects, as seen in Table 1
The third cutoff, limiting the redshift range, is set to
achieve a significant sample completeness in terms of the
core stellar mass, M⋆,core, the main reference parameter of
this study. The choice of redshift range, 0.025 ≤ z ≤ 0.15,
yields a significant completeness in our target mass range,
log(M⋆,core/M⊙) ≥ 10.0, as discussed in Appendix A. Notice
that in the number density estimations (§ 3.3), the V/Vmax
statistic is also used to correct for any residual incomplete-
ness.
In the fourth step, we exclude galaxies reported to
show anomalous B+D decomposition, tagged ‘Type-4’ in the
Mendel14 classification. They comprise galaxy/star superpo-
sition and inverted B+D profiles, in which a disk dominates
at the center and a bulge at the external parts. Following
Berg et al. (2014), fifth and sixth cutoffs were applied to
promote face-on inclinations and to avoid strong bars. Face-
on galaxies (disk inclination ≤ 60 degrees) are favoured in
order to minimize internal disk extinction on the bulge light,
while high bulge ellipticities are avoided to prevent strong
bars being mistaken for bulges (ecore < 0.6).
Finally, the potential impact of poorly resolved galaxy
images on the B+D decomposition is considered. We fol-
low the study by Gadotti (2008), which showed that the
structural properties of cores can be reliably retrieved pro-
vided that their effective radii are larger than ∼ 80 per
cent of the PSF half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM), i.e.
(Re,core/PSF) ≥ 0.8. So far, by imposing these seven selec-
tion criteria, the parent sample has been reduced to 203,369
objects (31% of the original sample; see Tab. 1). The last
selection is on the cores that fulfill the vDokkum15 com-
pactness criterion (equation 3). Additionally, Table 1 shows
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2016)
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Figure 1. Bidimensional histogram showing the mass-size dis-
tribution for all the decomposed cores in our sample galax-
ies (203,369 objects, see Table 1). Three compactness criteria,
Barro13, vDokkum15 and vdWel14 (described in the text), are
overplotted and compact cores are located below the dashed lines,
rendering 65,637 systems under the Barro13 criterion. The more
restrictive vDokkum15 and vdWel14 criteria render 10,566 and
12,721 respectively. Note that the vdWel14 line is only approx-
imate, because the criterion requires major-axis sizes instead of
the circularized radii used in the plot. The isolated white dot
marks the approximate location of the Milky Way’s bulge (e.g.
Di Matteo et al. 2015; Licquia & Newman, 2015).
the corresponding results for the other criteria (Equations
2 and 4). Figure 1 provides a visual display of the compact
core selection criteria for both Barro13 and vDokkum15 on
top of a 2D histogram including the 203,369 objects, which
got through the first seven screening steps.
The compact core definition is essential to the present
study and deserves further clarification. The B+D decompo-
sition is straightforward for disk galaxies, where a compact
core is simply a bulge that has satisfied the compactness cri-
terion. A decomposed elliptical galaxy should not be inter-
preted literally as having physically meaningful bulge and a
disk. In addition to the central core, the external component
can be a disk, a halo or any significant departure from a sin-
gle fit. Distinct inner components have been extensively ob-
served in ellipticals (e.g. Coˆte´ et al. 2006; Lauer et al. 2007).
More recently, Huang et al. (2013) have shown that more
than 75 % of their sample of 94 nearby elliptical galaxies
were better described when additional subcomponents were
added to the conventional single Sersic function.
We notice that some of the selection steps in Table 1
might bias our compact core abundance estimates. For in-
stance, while the use of a given redshift range is not expected
to impact our results, selections based on core elongation and
SDSS-image resolution might exclude some genuine com-
pact cores from the number density estimates. Therefore,
one should regard abundance estimates based on the com-
pact core sample in Table 1 as lower limits. In § 3.3, we
Table 1. Subsample selection, listing the steps leading from the
parent sample (Mendel14) to our compact core subsample. Steps
are described in the main text.
Filters Objects
Parent sample (Mendel14) 657,996
Surface Brightness 655,530
Uncertain Decomposition 595,402
0.025 ≤ z ≤ 0.15 456,169
Type 6= 4 437,089
Disk(i) ≤ 60o 291,192
ecore < 0.6 249,990
(Rcore/PSF) ≥ 0.8 203,369
Compact cores (vDokkum15) 10,566
Compact cores (Barro13) 65,637
Compact cores (vdWel14) 12,721
discuss how removing some selection steps listed in Table 1
can be used to obtain upper limits on the number densities.
2.2.2 The Reference Elliptical Galaxies
Throughout this study, the cores resulting from galaxy
decomposition are treated as if they were independent
spheroids detached from their surrounding halos or disks.
We compare the properties of these compact cores with a
reference sample of bona-fide ellipticals.
Bona-fide ellipticals are selected from the subsample of
456,169 galaxies obtained after applying the first three selec-
tions listed in Table 1 to the Mendel14 catalogue. Reference
elliptical galaxies have been selected according to their mor-
phology and the type of fitted surface-brightness profiles. We
require the galaxy morphology to be Elliptical according to
the definitions given in § 3.3 and Tab. 4. Additionally, ellipti-
cals must belong to the Type 1, one of the four classes devised
by Mendel et al. (2014) to divide galaxies according to their
profile. Type 1 are single-component galaxies, in which the
bulge component dominates the surface-brightness profile at
all radii (i.e. B/T∼1). The resulting sample contains 18,916
elliptical galaxies. Size and mass parameters for these ref-
erence ellipticals are taken from the whole galaxy fit, using
single component, free n-Sersic models. Note that a small
fraction of ellipticals (∼4.5 %) are found to host a compact
core. However, this does not affect our conclusions, our main
aim being to compare the properties of ellipticals as a whole
with those of compact cores, seen as separate structures, and
red nuggets.
2.3 The red nugget sample
Our sample includes observed red nuggets from 29 works in
the literature, 24 of which were part of two major compi-
lations by Damjanov et al. (2011) and van de Sande et al.
(2013), who renormalized them to a common observa-
tional frame. Damjanov et al. (2011) contributed 433 galax-
ies with spectroscopic redshifts spanning a range 0.18 .
z . 2.67. Their compiled stellar masses were re-scaled to
a Baldry & Glazebrook (2003) IMF. However, the stellar
masses of our study were derived by Mendel14 using M/L
ratios for a Chabrier IMF. In order to carry out a consis-
tent comparison, we have converted Damjanov et al. (2011)
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2016)
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Figure 2. Histogram of the 534 red nuggets that fulfil the
vDokkum15 compactness criterion, separated into three redshift
bins and shown as a function of their stellar mass.
stellar mass values into the Chabrier IMF counterparts.
The M/L conversion follows the prescriptions presented by
Bernardi et al. (2010, Table 2), where masses with Chabrier
IMF are 0.055 dex heavier than those estimated with a
Baldry & Glazebrook IMF. Effective radii are circularized,
as in Equation 1, and converted into physical sizes. The
velocity dispersion measurements were extracted from the
original studies and corrected to a common aperture of one
effective radius, using the prescription of Cappellari et al.
(2006).
Traditionally, red nuggets have been loosely defined as
high-redshift (z∼1.5) quiescent galaxies with high masses
M⋆ ∼ 10
11M⊙ yet small effective radii Re ∼ 1kpc. In order
to avoid any ambiguity introduced by a free interpretations
of the above definition, we have imposed tight constraints on
the sample selection based on the vDokkum15 compactness
criterion (Equation 3).
Table 2 summarizes the different studies contributing
to our red-nugget sample. Column 3 shows the number of
objects in each sample, followed by the number of galaxies
with measured velocity dispersion, σ, in parenthesis. The
number of galaxies identified as compact (vDokkum15) are
shown in the fourth column. In summary, the final sample
contains 534 red nuggets (see Figure 2), 218 of them with
velocity dispersion measurements.
The less strict Barro13 compactness criterion (Equa-
tion 2), with its lower mass limit, would generate a larger
sample of 769 red nuggets, but at the cost of contami-
nating the sample with star-forming galaxies. In a study
of star-forming galaxy contamination of assumed quies-
cent galaxy samples, Moresco et al. (2013) find that, for
z > 0.5 and log(M⋆/M⊙) < 10.25, up to 85% of the
galaxies show high specific Star Formation Rates (sSFR),
i.e. log(sSFR/Gyr−1) > −2. The precise percentage de-
pends on the quiescence selection criterion. Conversely, for
Table 2. Data compilation for the red nugget sample. The sec-
ond column shows the redshift range of each contribution, with
the number of objects displayed in the two last columns. The third
column shows the total number of objects from each contribution,
followed by the number of objects with measured velocity disper-
sion, σ, in parenthesis. With a similar format, the last column
shows the number of objects satisfying the vDokkum15 compact-
ness criterion.
Contributions redshift Objects
Total (σ) Compact
Damjanov et al. (2011) Compilation
Saglia et al. (2010) 0.24 – 0.96 154 (154) 70 (70)
Schade et al. (1999) 0.29 – 0.99 36 (0) 3 (0)
Treu et al. (2005) 0.18 – 1.14 76 (76) 30 (30)
Rettura et al. (2010) 1.09 – 1.35 44 (0) 17 (0)
Newman et al. (2010) 1.05 – 1.59 17 (17) 7 (7)
McGrath et al. (2007) 1.29 – 1.59 5 (0) 3 (0)
Longhetti et al. (2007) 1.22 – 1.70 9 (0) 9 (0)
Ryan et al. (2012) 1.33 – 1.62 6 (0) 2 (0)
Damjanov et al. (2011) 0.62 – 1.75 31 (0) 10 (0)
Carrasco et al. (2010) 1.23 – 1.36 3 (0) 3 (0)
Damjanov et al. (2009) 1.40 – 1.85 10 (0) 7 (0)
Saracco et al. (2011) 0.96 – 1.91 15 (0) 1 (0)
Cassata et al. (2010) 1.32 – 1.98 4 (0) 1 (0)
Cimatti et al. (2008) 1.42 – 1.98 8 (0) 5 (0)
Daddi et al. (2005) 1.39 – 2.67 6 (0) 4 (0)
van Dokkum et al. (2008) 2.02 – 2.56 9 (0) 9 (0)
van de Sande et al. (2013) Compilation
van de Sande et al. (2013)1.46 – 2.09 5 (5) 5 (5)
Bezanson et al. (2013) 1.24 – 1.62 6 (6) 5 (5)
van Dokkum et al. (2009) 2.19 1 (1) 1 (1)
Onodera et al. (2012) 1.43 – 1.83 18 (1) 11 (1)
Cappellari et al. (2009) 1.42 2 (2) 0 (0)
van der Wel et al. (2008) 0.83 – 1.14 40 (40) 14 (14)
Toft et al. (2012) 1.80 – 2.19 1 (1) 1 (1)
Others
Trujillo et al. (2007) 0.42 – 1.89 421 (0) 227 (0)
Krogager et al. (2014) 1.84 – 2.20 14 (0) 5 (0)
Belli et al. (2014a) 0.90 – 1.58 11 (11) 11 (11)
Belli et al. (2014b) 2.09 – 2.43 5 (5) 5 (5)
Bezanson et al. (2015) 0.36 – 1.03 103 (103) 2 (2)
Zahid et al. (2015) 0.21 – 0.75 150 (150) 66 (66)
TOTAL 0.18 – 2.67 1,239 (601) 534 (218)
log(M⋆/M⊙) > 10.75, the contamination decreases to 30
%. From Moresco et al. (2013) (Figure 10 and Table 2) we
can conclude that any quiescent galaxy sample with a cut-
off at log(M⋆) ≥10.6 will be significantly cleaner than its
analogue with log(M⋆) ≥10.0. In summary, unless stated
differently (e.g. in the number density comparison, § 3.3 ),
our red nugget sample follows the vDokkum15 compactness
criterion.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Photometric Structural Comparison
The question we pose here is: are there red nugget-like cores
at z∼0.1?
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2016)
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Figure 3. The place of compact cores and red nuggets in the spheroidal family map. The upper-left panel shows the general mass-size
plane, including dwarf spheroidals, dwarf ellipticals (dE), normal ellipticals, globular clusters, ultra-compact dwarves (UCD), compact
ellipticals (cE). In the upper-right panel, an amplification of our main contribution is shown. Median values of our elliptical galaxies
match the results from Shen et al. (2003) and segregate from the compact cores and red nuggets. The red nugget sample has been divided
into three redshift slices, whose mass-size relations approach compact cores as redshifts gradually decrease. The lower half of the figure
shows the mass-density relation with a similar format.
A considerable number of the z∼0.1 galaxy cores in
our sample are found to be structurally similar to the
red nuggets. Specifically 10,566 compact cores satisfy the
vDokkum15 criterion, and thus share the same mass-size re-
gion as the red nuggets, as shown in Figure 1
In Figure 3, built on the spheroidal family portrait by
Graham (2013, Figure 1), we put compact cores and red
nuggets in the context of the other known members of the
spheroidal family, including globular clusters, ultra-compact
dwarves (UCD), compact ellipticals (cE), dwarf spheroidals,
dwarf ellipticals (dE) and normal ellipticals (E). The right-
hand side plots of Figure 3 zoom on the selected portrait
regions where data from the present study are concentrated.
Mass-size and mass-density relations are presented in
Figure 3. Stellar masses are computed either for each galaxy
as a whole, in the case of ellipticals and red nuggets, or
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2016)
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for compact cores as individual structures. The stellar mass
density ρ1/2 has been defined within the volume containing
half each object’s light. We take the half-light volume radius
to be r1/2 ∼ 4/3 × Re. This relation between the 2D pro-
jected effective radius Re and the 3D half-light radius (r1/2)
is shown to be valid for most surface brightness profiles and
a wide range of Sersic indices (Ciotti 1999; Wolf et al. 2010):
ρ1/2 ≡
3M⋆
8pir3
1/2
≈
0.05M⋆
R3e
(5)
For the density computation, we assume that the mass-
to-light ratio within the cores is constant with radius, there-
fore half of the stellar mass of the core is enclosed in-
side the half-light radius (r1/2). For reference, the Fig-
ures include the mass-size and mass-density relations form
Shen et al. (2003). Their original relation, log(Re/pc) =
0.56 log(M⋆/M⊙) − 2.54, has been converted from Kroupa
(2001) IMF to Chabrier IMF, by adding 0.05 to the right-
hand side of the equation (Bernardi et al. 2010, Table 2). As
expected, there is a good match between this relation and
our reference ellipticals. The slight discrepancy – a steeper
mass-size relation at higher masses and a flatter one for lower
masses – has been explained by Mosleh, Williams & Franx
(2013) in terms of biased size measurements originating
from the adopted fitting law (see also Appendix B). Also
La Barbera et al. (2010) reported systematically lower ef-
fective radii for luminous SDSS galaxies due to sky overes-
timation.
Median values and RMS dispersion (compact cores and
ellipticals) have been computed for stellar mass bins with
equal width of 0.2 dex, excluding bins with less than sixty
objects. For the red nugget subsample, median values and
dispersion were calculated in eight equal size bins. The red
nugget sample has been subdivided into three redshift slices,
(bin A) 0.18< z ≤1; (bin B) 1 < z ≤1.8 and (bin C) 1.8<
z <2.7, the first two with comparable sizes (254 and 239)
and the third one with just 41 elements.
Mass-size relations in the upper part of Figure 3 show
that, for galaxies of similar mass, compact cores and red
nuggets are 2-5 times smaller than ellipticals, showing also
a different slope, α (Re ∝ M
α
⋆ ). On one side, the ellipticals
(also Shen et al. 2003) have α=0.56. On the other side, com-
pact cores, bin A and bin B red nuggets have α=0.98, 0.96
and 0.95 respectively. Note that the values of these slopes
are a consequence of the selected compactness criterion.
For instance, the reported 〈α〉 ∼0.96 values are driven by
our choice of the vDokkum15 compactness criterion (Equa-
tion 3), where α=1.
The redshift evolution of the intercept in the mass-size
relation, i.e. the change in average size at a given stellar
mass, has been parameterised by Trujillo et al. (2006b) as
〈Re〉M⋆ ∝ (1 + z)
β . Values of the order of β ∼ -1.5 have
been reported for massive Early Type Galaxies (ETGs) in
general (Newman et al. 2012; van der Wel et al. 2014). In
the frame of our hypothesis, where we compare red nuggets
with z ∼ 0.1 compact cores, the mass-size trends of both
samples will by definition be very similar, both being subject
to the same mass-size selection limits. We therefore find a
much smaller effective β ≈ −0.7. For instance, the average
size of red nuggets at log(M⋆/M⊙) = 11 changes from just
1 to 1.4 kpc from z ∼ 1.4 − 0.6, and the average size of
compact cores at this mass at z ∼ 0.1 is just 1.7 kpc. So
the mean size of the sub-population is relatively static, but
slowly approaching its selection limit (2 kpc at this mass; see
equation 3).
The bottom panels in Figure 3 present the mass-density
relation. Again, compact cores and red nuggets, selected
with the same vDokkum15 criterion, are segregated from the
reference ellipticals, showing significantly higher densities at
a given mass. For instance, at log(M⋆/M⊙) = 11, red nugget
density log(ρ1/2/M⊙pc
−3) decreases from 0.56 to 0.16 dex
(i.e. 3.6 to 1.4 M⊙pc
−3) from redshift bin B to A. There
is an additional decrease to log(ρ1/2/M⊙pc
−3) ∼ −0.02dex
(i.e. to 0.95 M⊙pc
−3) for z∼0.1 compact cores. This last
density is more than 20 times larger than the typical one for
elliptical galaxies of similar mass.
We have checked the robustness of our result against
two possible sources of bias, i.e. the presence of AGN that
can mimic a compact core in some galaxies, as well as the
choice of a fixed Sersic index nbulge=4. As shown in Ap-
pendix B, these do not affect our results.
In summary, we have shown that a significant fraction of
z ∼0.1 galaxies contain compact cores structurally similar to
red nuggets. The actual value of the fraction depends on the
compactness criterion, but we find 5 % of galaxies contain
a core satisfying the most restrictive criterion applied here
(vDokkum15).
3.2 Dynamical Structural Comparison
While stellar masses are dependent on assumptions about
the stellar populations properties (e.g. age, metallicity and
IMF), the dynamical masses follow more directly from ob-
servations of velocity dispersion and angular size. In this
section, we will repeat the mass-size and mass-density rela-
tions in terms of dynamic mass measurements, comparing
compact cores to red nuggets and elliptical galaxies. Veloc-
ity dispersion measurements in cores are vulnerable to light
contamination from the disk/halo component, leading to ar-
tificially low values of σcore. Our strategy to avoid core con-
tamination uses stellar population measurements to single-
out disk light entering the spectroscopic fiber. As shown
in Appendix C, we impose a cutoff at luminosity-weighted
ages, 〈Age〉L ≥ 9.05Gyr, to select 2,548 uncontaminated
compact cores. An aperture correction has been applied to
bring velocity dispersion values to a common system, using
Cappellari et al. (2006) prescription to convert each velocity
dispersion into its equivalent at an aperture of one effective
radius. Though such a prescription may not be accurate for
cores, having been originally derived for luminous spheroids,
the aperture corrections turn out to be very small, less than
∼ 2.2 % on average, implying that our results are not signifi-
cantly affected by the method used to estimate the aperture
corrections. As a further check, we have used an alterna-
tive prescription by Jørgensen, Franx & Kjaergaard (1995),
giving nearly equal aperture corrected values, with an in-
significant mean offset of 1 km sec−1.
The first comparison involves the velocity dispersion
(σ), the dynamical parameter one might presume to be
less affected by the subtleties of photometric B+D decom-
position. However, the measured σ are not exempt from
some minor photometric dependencies. Firstly, the disk-
contamination cutoff is based on the stellar mass (M⋆). Sec-
ondly, the σ aperture correction is derived from the core an-
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Figure 4. Median values of velocity dispersions (σ) for dynam-
ical mass bins. Samples are compact cores (blue solid triangles),
and reference elliptical galaxies (red solid dots). Due to the small
sample size, the red nuggets in 1< z ≤1.8 are represented as in-
dividual points (black open squares) with a linear fit shown as a
dashed line.
Figure 5. The dynamical version of the photometric mass-
density relation in Figure 3 is shown for individual red nuggets
(black open squares), median values of compact cores (blue solid
triangles) and reference elliptical galaxies (red solid dots). The
dashed line corresponds to the linear fit to the red nuggets. There
is a significant segregation of elliptical galaxies with respect to
red nuggets and compact cores .
gular half-light radius and, thirdly, cores are binned accord-
ing to their dynamical mass, which depends on the effective
radius. Dynamical masses are computed with the formula:
Mdyn = K
σ2eRe
G
(6)
with a fixed virial constant K = 5 deduced by
Cappellari et al. (2006) for the ETGs.
In Figure 4, we show the σ comparison between three
different samples. First, 2,548 compact cores selected accord-
ing to the vDokkum15 compactness criterion and filtered for
disk light contamination, as explained in Appendix C. Sec-
ond, the reference elliptical galaxies defined in § 2.2.2 also
filtered for light contamination from young stellar popula-
tions (8,090 objects) and third, the 28 red nuggets in the
redshift slice 1< z ≤1.8, with available σ observation and
Mdyn > M⋆. From Figure 4 we can deduce that compact
cores and red nuggets are clearly segregated from normal
ellipticals.
The mass-density relation is presented in Figure 5 with
median values of compact cores (blue solid triangles) and el-
liptical galaxies (red solid dots). Again, the small red nugget
sample (28) is represented by individual black squares and
a corresponding linear fit dashed line. Once again, the rel-
ative match between the compact cores and red nuggets
should not come as a surprise, but as a natural conse-
quence of sharing the same compactness criterion. In fact
van Dokkum et al. (2015) show that their compactness cri-
terion corresponds to log(σpredicted/km s
−1) > 2.40.
3.3 Number Densities
In this section we compare the abundance of red nuggets
at z ∼ 1.5 with that of z ∼ 0.1 compact cores. In § 2.2.1,
we have emphasised the sensitivity of the number density
to the choice of a compactness criterion and the probed
mass range, consequently, any number density comparison
must be carried out based on given compactness and mass-
selection criteria. We carry out a detailed comparison, by
taking advantage of the three available studies on the evolu-
tion with redshift of the red nugget abundance (Barro et al.
2013; van der Wel et al. 2014; van Dokkum et al. 2015).
We make use of the three compact core samples de-
fined in § 2.2.1 and Table 1 in the 8,032 deg2 area coverage
of the SDSS-DR7 Legacy Survey (Abazajian et al. 2009).
Compact core Mass Functions (MF) have been computed
for each compactness criteria and shown in Figure 6. As
stated in Appendix A, V/Vmax volume corrections are ap-
plied to account for any residual incompleteness in our sam-
ples. Our Vmax calculation follows similar procedures as in
Simard et al. (2011); Shen et al. (2003) and Mass Functions
are calculated for the redshift range 0.025 ≤ z ≤ 0.15. Dif-
ferences among the three MFs can be understood based on
the compactness criteria illustrated in Figure 1, where one
can see, for instance, that the vDokkum15 criteria are more
restrictive, at all but at high-masses, than those of Barro13
and vdWel14. As mentioned in § 2.2.1, the selections in Ta-
ble 1 provide lower limits for the number density. We have
worked out corresponding upper limits by reinstating some
systems that were excluded when creating the pure sample
(due to disk inclination, core elongation, image resolution
or Type-4 anomalous decomposition). For instance, filtering
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Table 3. Upper and lower number density limits (column 3) for galaxy cores with different compactness criteria and mass ranges.
Maximum number densities for red nuggets (column 4) have been extracted from the literature.
Compactness criteria Number density
Reference Mass range Compact cores Red nuggets
low-up limits maximum
log(M⋆,core/M⊙) [10−4 Mpc
−3] [10−4 Mpc−3]
Barro13 ≥ 10.00 1.73 - 3.12 2.4 ± 1.0
vdWel14 ≥ 10.70 0.40 - 0.78 1.7 ± 0.2
vDokkum15 ≥ 10.60 0.28 - 0.72 1.4 ± 0.1
Figure 6. Compact core Mass Function for the three alternative
Barro13, vdWel14 and vDokkum15 compactness criteria. Each
function spans the range between the upper and lower sample
limits, as defined in the text. The lower mass cuts are tied to
each compactness criteria definition.
by core elongation will exclude genuine compact cores coex-
isting with bars. The final number of compact cores in the
upper limit samples is: 153,038 for Barro13, 25,426 for vd-
Wel14 and 21,830 for vDokkum15 criteria. Figure 6 displays
the three Mass Functions represented as a band enclosed
between the upper and lower limit MFs (black connected
dots).
The lower and upper number density limits can be
compared with those for red nuggets, at different red-
shifts. Solid dots with error bars in Figure 7 are extracted
form the published plots in Barro et al. (2013, Figure 5),
van der Wel et al. (2014, Figure 13) and van Dokkum et al.
(2015, Figure 19). Dark shaded horizontal bands in Figure 7
correspond to the upper and lower limit compact core num-
ber density at z∼0.1, stretched along the width of the plot
to aid the comparison with the red nuggets. These values
correspond to the integral of the upper and lower limits of
the mass functions in Figure 6. Results are also reported in
Table 3.
Figure 7 also plots the number density of the bona-fide
Table 4. Morphology class of galaxies hosting a compact core
(vDokkum15). The class is assigned according to the definitions
in column 2 (Meert et al. 2015). Morphology fractions are given
for the sample in Table 1 (10,566 galaxies) and integrated for
log(M⋆,gal/M⊙) ≥ 10.50− 10.75 bin.
Class Definition vDokkum15
Elliptical T-type ≤ -3 50.9 %
S0 -3 < T-type ≤ 0.5 43.4 %
Sab 0.5 < T-type ≤ 4 5.4 %
Scd 4 < T-type 0.3 %
ellipticals at z∼0.1 that satisfy, as a whole, the compact-
ness criteria (see dash-shaded region), as well as the number
density of z ∼ 0.1 compact cores residing only in ellipticals
(with respect to other galaxy types). The density of compact
ellipticals is further discussed in § 4. The low abundance of
ellipticals hosting a compact core, with respect to the num-
ber density of red nuggets, would refute any proposal that
the centre of present-day ellipticals may be the only evolu-
tionary path for red nuggets.
From Figure 7 we can conclude that the z ∼ 0.1 com-
pact core number density is comparable to that of red
nuggets. In agreement with our results, recent cosmological
hydrodynamical simulations on the evolution of red nuggets
(Wellons et al. 2016; Furlong et al. 2015) conclude that only
a fraction of them have survived by z ∼ 0. For instance,
Wellons et al. (2016) find that:“about half acquire an ex-situ
envelope and exist as the core of a more massive descendant,
30% survive undisturbed and gain very little mass...”
3.4 Morphology
The morphological class of the galaxies hosting compact
cores contains information relevant to our study. The
Huertas-Company et al. (2011) catalogue provides the au-
tomated morphological classification of the SDSS DR7
spectroscopic sample, giving the probability P(E), P(S0),
P(Sab) and P(Scd) of each galaxy type. These probabilities
can be converted into the T-type classification scheme of
Nair & Abraham (2010) with the simple linear model com-
puted by Meert et al. (2015),
Ttype = −4.6P (E)−2.4P (S0)+2.5P (Sab)+6.1P (Scd) (7)
We also follow Meert et al. (2015, Equation 8) in the defi-
nition of the galaxy morphology classes in terms of T-type,
which is presented in the second column of Table 4.
Our goal here is to assess the morphological variety of
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Figure 7. Evolution with redshift of the number density of massive quiescent compact galaxies for the three alternative compactness
criteria. The solid dots with error bars are extracted from : Figure 5 of Barro et al. (2013); Figure 13 of van der Wel et al. (2014) and
Figure 19 of van Dokkum et al. (2015). Our compact core number density results are represented by a shaded dark grey band confined
between the upper and lower limits discussed in the text. Although our result corresponds to redshift ∼ 0.1, the band is stretched along
the full redshift range to aid the comparison with the high redshift data. The Figure also plots the number density of elliptical galaxies
hosting a compact core, shown as a small shaded rectangle at redshift ∼ 0.1. Secondly, the number density of entire galaxies, at z ∼ 0.1,
satisfying the compactness criterion, is shown as a dashed shaded band
the fully-fledged galaxies that host compact cores (rather
than analyzing the compact core structure itself as in § 3.1).
Figure 8 and Table 4 show these results, with mass esti-
mates, M⋆,gal, also being for the the total host galaxy (not
the core mass).
Figure 8 shows the variation along M⋆,gal of the four
morphology class fractions. Aside from the Scd class, which
contributes a negligible amount, the other classes are iden-
tified by coloured bands. Inside each colour band, lines and
symbols identify the results of each compactness criterion.
Only the Barro13 results span the mass range down to the
log(M⋆,gal) ∼ 10 level. The histograms, in the lower part,
show the mass range covered by each compactness criterion.
Note that very few galaxies, hosting compact cores, popu-
late the log(M⋆,gal/M⊙) = 10.50−10.75 bin (19 galaxies for
vDokkum15 and 40 for vdWel14) and their presence is im-
perceptible in the histogram. Nevertheless, the morphology
fraction is calculated for those galaxies.
Table 4 gives for morphology fractions integrated across
all masses (hence less detailed than the mass-dependant
results shown in Figure 8). Using the vDokkum15 sam-
ple in Table 1, all host galaxies with compact cores of
log(M⋆,core) ≥10.6 (10,566) are integrated into four mor-
phology fraction values. Host galaxy morphology essentially
divides into a 50:50 mixture of elliptical and disk morphol-
ogy (note that the majority of the sample is in early-type
systems: E + S0). An alternative option to Figure 8, using
M⋆,core masses is considered in Appendix D.
According to Figure 8, S0 and Sab classes dominate
the morphologies of galaxies hosting compact cores, for
log(M⋆,gal) ≤11.0. At the high-mass end, elliptical galaxies
predominate over their disk counterparts. Integrated values
in Table 4 give more balanced results with comparable frac-
tions of Elliptical and S0 classes and minor contributions
from later-type disk classes.
A further simple computation can provide an estima-
tion of the average extra stellar mass incorporated on top of
the naked red nuggets to become fully-fledged present-day
galaxies. Assuming that the red nuggets survive intact since
redshift ∼ 1.5, the extra mass acquired during the last ∼
9.2 Gyr equates to the difference between the total and the
core masses, roughly equal to the B+D decomposed disk-
mass (Md) in Mendel14. The average extra mass for the
vDokkum15 selected sample is log(M⋆,extra/M⊙) = 10.53,
which means that an average 25.3±13.5 % of the total galaxy
mass at z∼0.1 has been accreted since z∼1.5 at a growth rate
∼ 3.7M⊙ year
−1. These results are consistent with those of
van Dokkum et al. (2010), who estimate that ∼ 40% of the
total stellar mass at z = 0 would have been added through
mergers since z ∼ 2 under this hypothesis. There is even
better agreement with Patel et al. (2013), who report a 33
% mass increase from z∼1.5 to z∼0.1.
4 DISCUSSION
A few recent studies have offered interesting explanations
for the early red nugget density evolution at redshifts larger
than z ∼ 2. Barro et al. (2013) offer a convincing explana-
tion for the number density increase of red nuggets earlier
than z ∼ 2, built on the simultaneous decline of the number
density of star forming compact massive galaxies (sCMG).
Their result has been corroborated by van Dokkum et al.
(2015). This interpretation suggests that the sCMG are be-
ing continuously converted into red nuggets by processes
quenching their star formation, while new sCMGs are re-
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Figure 8. The morphology class fraction of galaxies hosting a compact core. Both mass and morphology correspond to the whole galaxies.
In the upper panel, the results are presented for the three alternative criteria used to select the compact cores: Barro13 (triangles), vdWel14
(dots) and vDokkum15 (squares). Colored bands correspond to each morphology class. The colored triangle extensions correspond to
the Barro13 criterion, which includes host galaxies down to log(M⋆,gal/M⊙) ≥10.0. In the lower panel, three histograms are shown with
the total stellar mass of the host galaxy, using a bin size 0.25 dex. It should be noted that very few host-galaxies populate the 10.5-10.75
mass bin (19 for vDokkum15 and 40 for vdWel14), but nevertheless their morphology fractions have been calculated.
plenished by cold flows, until that process becomes ineffi-
cient by z ≤ 1.5. Oddly, red nugget evolution below z ∼ 1.5
is characterised by observational disagreement and the lack
of unanimous interpretation.
For instance, our relatively high number density of
z ∼ 0.1 compact cores, (0.28 − 0.72) × 10−4 Mpc−3, (see
Table 3 and Figure 7) come into apparent conflict with
the majority of the results from the literature, which range
from lower (∼ 10−7 Mpc−3, Trujillo et al. 2009; Taylor et al.
2010) to higher number densities (∼ 10−5 − 10−4 Mpc−3,
Valentinuzzi et al. 2010; Poggianti et al. 2013). This con-
flict is only apparent because the discrepancy results from
the adoption of different search strategies, looking for ei-
ther compact full galaxies (literature) or compact cores (this
study). Contrary to compact cores, which are relatively
abundant, very few full galaxies satisfy the demanding com-
pactness criteria in their own right. In order to check this
statement we have used our own data to calculate the num-
ber density of full galaxies satisfying the vDokkum15 com-
pactness criterion. By using the single-Sersic fit version of
the mass-size parameters from the Mendel14 catalogue, we
obtain a number density of 3.0 × 10−6Mpc−3, an order of
magnitude lower than the corresponding compact core num-
ber density (as shown in Figure 7).
According to the hypothesis we are testing here, red
nuggets - once formed - do not significantly change their
internal structure or composition, but simply aggregate 2D
or 3D envelopes to become the compact massive cores of
present-day galaxies. Under this hypothesis, the number
density of z ∼ 0.1 compact cores should approximately
match, or be slightly less than, the maximum value attained
by the red nuggets. We have now shown that this is the
case (see Figure 7 and Table 3). This result is in agreement
with a recent study by Graham et al. (2015), their sample
of 21 structurally decomposed lenticular galaxies also hav-
ing a relatively high number density, comparable to our own
lower-limits. Comparison with full galaxies at z ∼ 0.1, rather
than with compact cores, leads to a discrepancy, as shown
here and in the literature. This is in no conflict with the
above hypothesis which asserts only that the cores are suffi-
cient – not necessary – building blocks for z ∼ 0.1 galaxies.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have tested the hypothesis that high-
redshift compact, quiescent and massive galaxies, nicknamed
red nuggets, have survived as the compact cores of massive
present-day elliptical or disk galaxies. Two main questions
are posed to test this hypothesis:
(i) Do compact cores, structurally similar to red nuggets,
exist at z ∼ 0.1?
(ii) if so, is their abundance comparable to that of red
nuggets at z ∼ 1.5?
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We carry out this test using the recently published
SDSS-based large catalogues of Bulge+Disk (B+D) galaxy
decompositions, in particular from Mendel et al. (2014),
which includes stellar masses of the B and D structural
components. We approach the test from a comprehensive
perspective, imposing the B+D decomposition to the whole
present-day galaxy sample, regardless of their morphology
types. We adopt the generic name core to include the
central component of ellipticals and bulge of disks, and
study these as if they were independent structures, de-
fined based on their compactness, according to same cri-
teria adopted in the literature to identify the red nuggets
themselves (e.g. Barro et al. 2015; van der Wel et al. 2014;
van Dokkum et al. 2015). It is worth mentioning that our
results depend heavily on the reliability of the photometric
Bulge+Disk decomposition of SDSS galaxy data. Neverthe-
less, the huge size of the parent catalogue has allowed us to
carry out a very strict quality screening, only passed by ∼30
% of the objects.
In summary, the study concludes that the answer to
both these questions above is yes. The details of this con-
clusion and other key results are as follows:
•We confirm that a small but significant fraction (>5%)
of cores in present-day galaxies (regardless of morphology)
is structurally similar to z∼1.5 red nuggets. In the mass-size
and mass-density relations, the red nuggets and compact
cores are significantly segregated from the normal elliptical
galaxies, with average sizes ∼4 times smaller and densities
∼20 times larger than normal ellipticals at a given mass (e.g.
M⋆ ∼ 10
11M⊙) (Figure 3).
• Not only do such compact cores exist, but their abun-
dance matches approximately that of the red nuggets at
z ∼ 1.5 (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2015). This result is quite
consistent with previous findings on the present-day abun-
dance of compact galaxies, as we use of B+D decomposed
cores (rather than to full galaxies).
• That these number densities are, if anything, slightly
lower than the highest values for red nuggets, further agrees
with the hypothesis, leaving room for the some ∼20% of red
nuggets to have been destroyed in major merger events (as
found in some cosmological simulations (e.g. Wellons et al.
2016; Furlong et al. 2015).
• Dynamical measurements of the samples of red
nuggets, compact core and ellipticals corroborates the photo-
metric analysis. Velocity dispersion, σ, and dynamical mass
density in red nuggets and compact cores are systematically
larger than in normal ellipticals. For instance at a given
Mdyn = 10
11M⊙, σ is 1.5-1.7 times larger and dynamical-
mass density 11-35 times higher than in the normal ellipti-
cals (Figures 4 and 5).
• A simple calculation allows us to estimate the extra
mass accreted by the red nuggets to become fully-fledged
galaxies, under this hypothesis. Assuming that red nuggets
start ‘naked’ or with only rudimentary disks at z ∼ 1.5,
the extra stellar mass acquired over the last ∼ 9Gyr is the
difference between the mass of the galaxy and that of the
compact core. We find that galaxies hosting a compact core
would typically have accreted one quarter of their mass over
the last ∼9Gyr, at a growth rate of ∼3.7 M⊙ yr
−1.
• Galaxies hosting compact cores (according to the
vDokkum15 criterion) show varied morphological classes ex-
tending from ellipticals to spirals (Scd). The integrated frac-
tions of morphology classes with log(Mgal/M⊙) >10.5 are:
50.9% (E), 43.4% (S0), 5.4% (Sab) and 0.3% (Scd). Re-
sults for alternative mass ranges and compactness criteria
are given in Figure 8 and Appendix D. These findings are
consistent with red nuggets becoming cores of both present-
day elliptical and disk galaxies.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE COMPLETENESS
The Mendel14 parent sample spans a redshift range 0.005
≤ z ≤ 0.4 and covers magnitudes 14.0 ≤ magPetro,r ≤ 17.77,
where the bright-end magnitude limit is set to avoid prob-
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lematic deblending of luminous galaxies and the faint-end
limit marks the completeness flux-limit of the spectroscopic
SDSS sample (Strauss et al. 2002). Rather than a flux-
limited sample, we need a complete mass-limited one, given
that the most relevant reference parameter of the present
study is the core stellar mass (M⋆,core). Although we use the
V/Vmax statistics to correct for residual incompleteness in
number density estimations (§ 3.3), it is advisable to rely on
a sample with the highest possible degree of completeness
throughout our target mass range, log(Mcore/M⊙) ≥ 10.0.
To assess the sample completeness, we have worked
out the Core Mass Function (CMF) for redshift slices of
∆z = 0.025. (see Figure A1). To construct the CMF we have
used the Mendel14 decomposition parameter logMb, corre-
sponding to the logarithm of M⋆,core, instead of the more
common total stellar mass of the galaxy. The area coverage
of the SDSS-DR7 Legacy Survey (Abazajian et al. 2009) is
8,032 deg2.
As a first approximation, the upper envelope of all the
curves is taken as our reference CMF. Our strategy to ob-
tain a nearly complete sample for log(Mcore/M⊙) ≥ 10.0
is based on avoiding redshift ranges which are poorly pop-
ulated due to incompleteness. The redshift range 0.025 ≤
z ≤ 0.150 attains the highest completeness level for the
log(Mcore/M⊙) ≥ 10.0 mass-limit. The limiting CMFs for
0.025 ≤ z ≤ 0.15 and 0.125 < z ≤ 0.150 are highlighted in
Figure A1 to enhance their contrast with the excluded neigh-
bour redshift slices. The low redshift slice z ≤ 0.025 is rather
incomplete at its high-mass end for log(Mcore/M⊙) ≥ 10.0,
and the high redshift slice 0.150 ≤ z ≤ 0.175 is also very
incomplete at its low-mass end.
APPENDIX B: POTENTIAL BIAS SOURCES
Two possible bias sources have been checked for their impact
on the photometric B+D decompositions, namely the AGN
emission and the choice of a fixed de Vaucouleurs shape for
the compact cores.
In particular, the presence of strong emission from ac-
tive galactic nuclei (AGN) can bias our measurements of
galaxy sizes towards small values. Following Thomas et al.
(2013), we have extracted emission line fluxes to construct
the BPT diagram (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981). We
designate an object as emission when the four diagnostic
lines have been detected with signal-to-noise ratio above
2. The AGN identification in the BPT diagram follows the
empirical separation from Kewley et al. (2001) and includes
both the Seyfert and LINER classes. Galaxies designated as
emission (AGN) make the 14 (5)% of the compact core sub-
sample, while corresponding figures for the non-core ellipti-
cal subsample are 10(4)%. The mass-size and mass-density
relations (Figure 3), represented by the median values in
mass bins, are unaffected by the exclusion of AGNs or even
the exclusion of emission objects, proving that AGN con-
tamination is not an issue for our results.
Concerning the choice of the bulge Sersic index,
Mendel14 catalogue uses a fixed de Vaucouleurs bulge fit
(nbulge=4), instead of a free-nbulge fit. According to the au-
thors, the vast majority of SDSS images have insufficient
spatial resolution and/or signal-to-noise ratio to provide an
adequate n-bulge determination and there is no significant
Figure A1. The Core Mass Function (CMF) for redshift slices of
∆z = 0.025 in the parent Mendel14 sample. Our strategy to ob-
tain a nearly complete sample for log(Mcore/M⊙) ≥ 10.0 is based
on avoiding redshift ranges which are poorly populated due to in-
completeness. For instance, the z 6 0.025 range is excluded due
to high incompleteness at log(Mcore/M⊙) ≥ 10.0. The highest
redshift bin is equally excluded and the selected redshift range
for the sample is 0.0256 z 60.150.
Figure B1. Variation of sizes determined with different fitting
laws, for the compact core sample (10,566 objects), plotted as a
function of total galaxy mass: Galaxy effective radius measured
with a single fit with a free-n Sersic function (green squares);
Exponential disk scale length measured with bulge+disk (B+D)
decomposition with bulge Sersic nb = 4 fit (open purple trian-
gles); core effective radii calculated with nb = 4 (blue triangles)
and nb =free (red circles).
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Figure B2. Same as Figure B1, with equivalent symbols, but for
the reference elliptical sample.
advantage on using free-nbulge over fixed nbulge=4 fits. As
explained by Lackner & Gunn (2012), at the SDSS resolu-
tion, the bulges have their profile tail subsumed in the disk,
while the central peak is washed out by the PSF, making
a bulge with say nbulge=4 indistinguishable from one with
3≤ nbulge ≤ 5.
While Mendel14 only derive masses for the nbulge = 4
B+D fits, Simard11 provide photometric parameters for
both free-n and fixed n=4 fits. We have used our compact
core sample (10,566 objects) to assess the potential bias in-
troduced by the Sersic index choice on the structural param-
eters.
Alternative galaxy/core size calculations are compared
in Figure B1. As a common base, we have used the total
galaxy mass log(M⋆/M⊙) obtained from a single fit with
a free-n Sersic function. For log(M⋆,core/M⊙) ≥ 10.6, free-n
cores are, on average, 0.11±0.06 dex larger than n=4 cores of
similar mass. The use of free-n would decrease the reported
separation of 0.38±0.10 dex between the reference ellipticals
and compact cores (see Section 3). As already mentioned, we
avoided the use of free-n cores in the present study, due to
the lack of M⋆,core information in the catalogues. In conclu-
sion, the choice of Sersic index does not drastically affect our
results. The moderate sensitivity to the Sersic index choice
is an expected outcome of the distribution of the Sersic in-
dexes in the free-n fits, which has 78 % of the values in the
interval 3.5 ≤ free-nbulge ≤ 7, close to the fixed n=4 value.
In Figure B1, the behavior of the lines representing the
full-galaxy (green) and disk (purple) sizes can be explained
in terms of the host galaxy morphology. The slight predom-
inance of disks below log(M⋆/M⊙) ∼ 11.3 is seemingly re-
lated to the larger fraction of disk galaxies in the lower end
of our mass interval (see Figure 8). The prevalence of el-
lipticals at the high mass end generates a drop in the disk
sizes.
Figure B2 represents alternative fits to the galaxies of
Figure B3. Both compact core and reference elliptical samples,
analysed in terms of the mass fraction of their decomposed core
(B) and disk (D) structures. A Sersic n=4 fitting law is used.
Elliptical galaxies (red circles and open purple triangles) show
the expected behaviour of Bulge/Total∼ 1 galaxies. The galaxies
hosting compact cores show that the disk/halo accounts for any
mass excess above a typical core mass of log(M⋆,core/M⊙) ∼ 11
the reference elliptical sample. As expected, the disk size is
visibly smaller than the full galaxy and even the cores. Note
that the cores of these elliptical galaxies are predominantly
extended, only 4.5 % of them being compact. For the ex-
tended cores, the discrepancy between core sizes measured
with free-n and n=4 amounts to 0.05 ± 0.02 dex, less than
half the offset measured for compact cores (see Figure B1)
Finally, Figure B3 shows the variation with total mass
of the mass fraction contained in the disks and bulges of
our two SDSS samples: compact cores and reference ellip-
ticals. As expected from the selection rules, the ellipticals
have (B/T) ∼ 1 and nearly all their mass is packed in the
extended cores. Galaxies hosting a compact core show a dis-
tinct behavior in which the more massive the galaxy is, the
more relevant the disk/halo becomes. In the frame of our
hypothesis, this behavior is compatible with galaxies having
a central, prototypical compact core of M⋆,core ∼ 10
11M⊙,
embedded in an accreted disk/halo (whose mass accounts
for any excess above the core mass).
APPENDIX C: CORE CONTAMINATION BY
DISK LIGHT
In face-on galaxies, contaminant disk light entering the
fiber aperture does not contribute to the velocity dispersion
broadening of the core (i.e. dynamical mass), but contributes
to the core stellar mass. Therefore, disk contaminated cores
tend to show an unphysicalM⋆,core > Mdyn,core. In principle,
to minimise disk contamination, we could restrict σ measure-
ments to cores in which the SDSS fiber radius (1.5 arcsec)
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Figure C1. This plot is used to determine a cutoff in 〈Age〉L,
by demanding (Mdyn/M⋆) ≥ 1. Density contours replace the in-
dividual points, while connected solid dots represent the median
values in (Mdyn/M⋆) bins, with dashed lines outlining the one-
σ RMS dispersion around the median. At (Mdyn/M⋆) = 1.0, a
rather conservative 〈Age〉L+1σ = 9.05 Gyr cutoff value has been
obtained.
were smaller than the core effective radius. This would, how-
ever, be a deficient strategy because the core light-profile
frequently gets submersed below the disk before attaining
its half-light radius. For instance, cores with Re . 1.5 arc-
sec could still be contaminated. Our approach to avoid light
contamination is based on the simple fact that disk light
originates in much younger stellar populations than those
from the core (e.g. Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez 2016, and references
therein). Light from a recent star formation event on top
of an essentially old core star formation history (SFH) is
an indication of disk light contamination. Instead of using
colours, we adopt the luminosity-weighted age 〈Age〉L as a
more sensitive parameter to detect disk light contamination.
We have carried out a stellar population study in which
average ages (e.g. 〈Age〉L) and metallicities are obtained
through spectral fitting, using the STARLIGHT synthesis
code (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) to find the optimal mix-
ture of Simple Stellar Populations (SSPs) that describes a
SDSS spectrum. For the present study, the basis SSPs cor-
respond to 114 solar-scaled MILES models (Vazdekis et al.
2010). These models have a Kroupa universal IMF (Kroupa
2001) and span a range of six metallicities, from Z/Z⊙=
1/50 to 1.6, and 19 different ages, from 0.5 to 12.6 Gyr.
The fitting interval spans from 4000 to 5500 A˚, with emis-
sion lines and bad pixels being masked out. The extinc-
tion due to foreground dust is modelled with the CCM law
(Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989). Since the SDSS pipeline
does not compute velocity dispersions for spectra with sig-
nificant emission lines (as for some disk galaxies), we have
also used the STARLIGHT spectral fitting to compute our
own velocity dispersion values.
Figure C1 shows the relation between the 〈Age〉L and
the Mdyn/M⋆ ratio for a mixed sample of our compact
cores and reference ellipticals (29,482). Individual points
have been replaced by density contours and the connected
solid dots represent the median values in bins of Mdyn/M⋆,
with dashed black lines outlining the one-σ RMS dispersion
around the median. The relation supports the idea that un-
physical Mdyn/M⋆ < 1 values are connected to low 〈Age〉L
values, i.e. disk contamination. A rather conservative cut has
been worked out to prevent core contamination, by select-
ing the 〈Age〉L+1σ = 9.05Gyr at which theMdyn/M⋆ ratio
becomes larger than unity.
APPENDIX D: ALTERNATIVE MORPHOLOGY
RESULTS
Figure 8 displays one of the most important results of the
present study. However, an alternative perspective to that
result is presented here. usingM⋆,core instead of theM⋆,host.
In this case, Figure D1, the plot shape does not change sub-
stantially, but it is roughly shifted with respect to those
using M⋆,host. The mean log(M⋆,host) − log(M⋆,core) is 0.25
dex, so morphology fractions of host galaxies with cores in
the log(M⋆,core) = 10.75 − 11 bin should be compared with
those in the log(M⋆,host) = 11−11.25 bin. It is worth empha-
sising that the integrated results of Figure D1 are identical
to those in Table 4, because the integration mixes all the
galaxies with either log(M⋆,host) or log(M⋆,core) ≥10.5.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure D1. A similar plot to Figure 8, but using compact core mass M⋆,core as the x-axis. Morphology refers to the host galaxies while
mass corresponds to the compact cores.
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